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Injection moulding

Metal Pressing

Toolmaking

Design

OUR VISION

Industries Pty Ltd

has more than 30 years experience in

providing manufactured solutions for a

wide variety of industries.

Our dedication to quality and innovation

has secured us repeat business in the

automotive, whitegoods, medical,

communications, furniture, shop fitting,

and allied industries markets.

Through dedicated programs of research

and development and the ongoing purchase

of new machinery, equipment and technology

we continue to motivate and train our

valued staff members and encourage

them to succeed in delivering exceptional

results in all areas of our business.

To further develop and strengthen

our existing relationships and continue

to provide clients with unsurpassed

quality in customer service and 

product manufacture.



QUALITY SYSTEMS

> Metal Pressing

T&G is a Quality Endorsed Company. 

If you need quality, on time, on budget,

make T&G Industries your first choice.

QUALITY
ASSURED

T&G’s expertise in injection moulding

comes from sound manufacturing experience.

The implementation of automated auxiliary equipment

enables T&G to produce quality product efficiently. 

OUR MISSION

SKILLED CRAFTSMEN

To stay competitive, and be

customer focused.

To achieve excellence in all aspects

of our operations.

> Robotic Welding

All product is controlled through our integrated
computerised manufacturing systems.  

Fully automated CIG precision.  

injection moulding

> Custom Design

> Tool Making
T&G industries is a manufacturing

company in which engineering and

tool making is at the core of

it’s operation.

Highly skilled and experienced

craftsmen deliver precision tooling

on time, without delay.

Our experienced design team use the

latest 3D CADKEY linked design system

to create tooling to your specific

requirements.

We offer a single site design, tooling

and manufacturing environment.

T&G’s investment in the latest Nissei injection

moulding machines ensures accurate moulded

product at competitive prices.


